SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Navigation Notes:
The central venue for the IWCTP at the University of Toledo will be in the dormitory building called “The Crossings”. E.g., check-in and check-out will be located in The Crossings Lobby, and the Book Display is in Room X3203.

Most of the Workshops will be held in meeting rooms in The Crossings, in rooms called “vortex lounges” located on the 3rd, 4th and 5th floors at the intersections of the dorm wings. A few Workshops – primarily those requiring extensive computer access – will be in rooms in Rocket Hall (note the “RH” prefix to the room number). Rocket Hall is the classroom building immediately to the northwest of The Crossings.

Plenary Sessions will be held in The International House General Purpose Room. The International House is the first dorm to the north of The Crossings.

Meals will also be taken in The I-House Dining Hall. Entrance to The I-House cafeteria is open 7 to 9 am, 11 am to 1 pm, and 4 to 6 pm. The Coffee Break venue – morning and afternoon – will be the 3rd floor of The Crossings.

All AAPT attendees can get access to a computer with internet connection, either in the small lab in The Crossings Lobby behind the help desk (about 8 PCs) or in the Computer Lab in Rocket Hall room 1559 (when the room is not being used for a workshop). Please use the username “aaopt” (you may have to enter “utad/aaopt”), and the password is “iwctp”.

Wednesday, August 4

3:00 to 10:00 pm
The Crossings Lobby Registration and Check-in

5:00 to 6:30 pm
The I-House Dining Room Dinner

6:00 to 7:00 pm
Room X3503 Board of Officers Meeting

7:30 to 8:00 pm WELCOME
The I-House General Purpose Room Introductory Remarks
Eric Snider, Chair of the UT Philosophy Department, and Dr. Bernard Bopp, Director of the UT Center for Teaching and Learning.

8:00 to 9:30 pm PLENARY SESSION I
The I-House General Purpose Room Guest Speaker
Laura Duhan Kaplan: Coaching Students to Write Personal Philosophies
Thursday, August 5

7:30 to 8:45 am
The I-House Dining Room Breakfast

8:00 to 11:30 am; 12 noon to 5:30 pm
Room X3203 Book Display

8:30 am to 12:30 pm
Location TBA Graduate Student Seminar

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
The Crossings Lobby Registration & Check-in/check-out

9:00 to 10:00 am WORKSHOP SESSION I

X3503 Craig N. Bach and Andrew N. Carpenter, “In Defense of a Centralized Curriculum”
X4203 Margaret Cuonzo, “Philosophy on the Road: A Travel Guide For Successful Class Trips”
X4503 Kevin Hermberg, “The Spider’s Room Project: Utilizing Student Web Sites to Intertwine Breadth and Depth in Our Courses”
X5203 Laura Newhart, “Experiential Reports in the Introductory Philosophy Classroom”
X5503 David Concepcion, “How To Show Students What Professors Do and Expect”

10:00 to 10:15 am
The Crossings 3rd Floor Coffee Break

10:15 to 11:45 am WORKSHOP SESSION II

X3503 Jim Highland, “Driver’s Seat Assignments: Assessment Techniques and Technology for Active Teaching and Learning”
X4203 Alan Penczek, “Curiouser and Curiouser! Cried Alice: Exploring Curiosity in the Ethics Classroom”
X4503 Elizabeth Laidlaw, “College-wide Critical Thinking Assessment: What Happens When Philosophers Take Charge”
X5203 Bruce B. Suttle, “Does the Adage ‘Those Who Can, Do; Those Who Can’t, Teach’ Apply to Philosophy?”
X5503 Laura Duhan Kaplan, “Effective Daily Assignments for Learning from Primary Texts (and Beyond)”
RH1546 Hylarie Kochiras, “Teaching Undergraduates Online: Maintaining Rigorous Standards While Fostering Intellectual Independence”
Thursday, August 5, continued

12 noon to 1:15 pm
The I-House Dining Room Lunch

1:30 to 3:00 pm PLENARY SESSION II
The I-House General Purpose Room AAPT Business Meeting 1
Introduction to the organization: issues, concerns
and conversation about the AAPT

3:00 to 3:15 pm
The Crossings 3rd Floor Coffee Break

3:15 to 4:45 pm WORKSHOP SESSION III

RH1554 Panel Presentation: Daryl Close, Larry Stanbery and Robert
Timko, “Pedagogical and Ethical Issues in Publishing Student
Webpages”

X3503 George MacDonald Ross, “Plagiarism in Philosophy”

X4203 Nancy Slonneger Hancock, “Philosophy Through Philanthropy”

X5503 John Zavodny, “The Play’s the Thing: Teaching Ethics Through
Theater”

RH1559 Dan O’Reilly, “Student Satisfaction in Critical Thinking Using
WebCT”

5:00 to 6:30 pm
The I-House Dining Room Dinner

7:00 to 8:00 pm Meet the Authors
The I-House General Purpose Room
Martin Benjamin, Tziporah Kasachkoff, Wanda
Teays

8:00 pm to ???
The I-House General Purpose Room
AAPT’s World Famous Wine & Cheese Reception
hosted by UT President Daniel Johnson
Friday, August 6

7:30 to 8:45 am
*The I-House* Dining Room  Breakfast

8:00 to 11:30 am; 12 noon to 5:30 pm
Room X3203  Book Display

8:30 am to 12:30 pm
Location TBA  Graduate Student Seminar

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
*The Crossings* Lobby  Registration & Check-in/check-out

Time TBA
Room X3503  Board of Officers Meeting

9:00 to 10:00 am  **WORKSHOP SESSION IV**

X4203  David Heise and Shane Stroup, “An Interest-Based Approach to Teaching Philosophy: High School and University Applications”

X4503  F. Scott McElreath, “Helping Students Create Good Moral Arguments and Value Ethical Theories in Introductory Ethics Courses”

X5203  John Wager, “The Philosopher’s Toolbox”

X5503  Andrew N. Carpenter, “Ethics Without Texts”

RH1546  J. Robert Loftis, “Teaching Abortion to Conservative Christian Students”

10:00 to 10:15 am
*The Crossings* 3rd Floor  Coffee Break

10:15 to 11:45 am  **WORKSHOP SESSION V**

X3503  Andrew N. Carpenter, “Two Advantages of On-line Interaction”

X4203  Mary Gilbertson, “John Locke and the Carolina Constitutions”

X4503  Isidoro Talavera, “Why The Philosophy Teacher Cannot Teach (Or the Philosophy Student Cannot Learn)”

X5203  Jim Valovick and Gary Klotzbach, “Critical Thinking as a Matter of Virtue”

X5503  John Mariana and Jason Matzke, “Rethinking the Standard Prohibition on Appeals to Religious Belief in Undergraduate Philosophy Papers”
Friday, August 6, continued

12 noon to 1:15 pm
The I-House Dining Room   Lunch

1:30 to 3:00 pm   PLENARY SESSION III
The I-House General Purpose Room   Guest Speaker
Michael Scriven, Evaluating Faculty Teaching in Philosophy

3:00 to 3:15 pm
The Crossings 3rd Floor   Coffee Break

3:15 to 4:45 pm   WORKSHOP SESSION VI

X4203    Kirk McDermid, “Getting a Grip on Bayesian Confirmation”
X4503    Michael Scriven, “Novel Approaches to Testing in Philosophy”
X5203    David Irvine, “What We Want Our Philosophy Courses To Do, and How We’ll Know They Did: An Opportunity To Think It Through Before ‘Learning Outcome Assessments’ Are Officially Mandated”
RH1554   George MacDonald Ross, “Reading Philosophy On Screen”
RH1559   Adam Potthast and Christopher Panza, “Beyond the Course Webpage: Successfully Integrating Forum Communication into Philosophy Courses”

5:00 to 6:30
The I-House Dining Room   Dinner

7:00   Baseball – Toledo Mudhens

7:00 to 9:00
Location TBA   Film Series
Alfred Hitchcock’s Rope
Saturday, August 7

7:30 to 8:45 am
*The I-House* Dining Room  Breakfast

8:00 to 11:30 am; 12 noon to 5:30 pm
Room X3203  Book Display

8:30 am to 12:30 pm
Location TBA  Graduate Student Seminar

9:00 am to 5:00 pm
*The Crossings* Lobby  Registration & Check-in/check-out

Time TBA
Room X3503  Board of Officers Meeting

9:00 to 10:00 am  **WORKSHOP SESSION VII**

X4503  M.A. Cooksey, “C.A.P. Goes to School: An Assessment And Analysis Of Instruction In Cyberethics.”

X5503  Andrew N. Carpenter, “Philosophical Portfolios as Capstone Learning Activities”

RH1546  John Wager, “A Good Course”

RH1551  Nils Rauhut, “1001 Ideas for Active Learning in Introductory Philosophy Classes”

10:00 to 10:15 am
*The Crossings* 3rd Floor  Coffee Break

10:15 to 11:45 am  **WORKSHOP SESSION VIII**

X3503  R. Dillon Emerick, “Practicing Diagnostic Articulation and CSI: Crime Scene Investigation”

X4203  Betsy Decyk, “Wizard’s Logic: Critical Thinking as Defense Against the Dark Arts”

X4503  Andy Wible, “Teaching Famine and the HIV Epidemic”


RH1559  Wade Maki and Karen L. Hornsby, “Pedagogical & Mechanical Challenges of Teaching Philosophy Online”
Saturday, August 7, continued

12 noon to 1:15 pm
The I-House Dining Room   Lunch

1:30 to 3:00 pm   PLENARY SESSION IV
The I-House General Purpose Room   Presidential Address
Daryl Close, Fair Grades

3:00 to 3:15 pm
The Crossings 3rd Floor   Coffee Break

3:15 to 4:45 pm   WORKSHOP SESSION IX
X4503 Joseph R. Givvin, “Using The Insider in Teaching Introduction to Ethics or Professional Ethics”
X5203 Paul Green, “Understanding by Design”
X5503 David Fielding, “Aristotle Goes to the Movies: A Student Project on Alfred Hitchcock’s Rope”
RH1551 Julie M. Aultman, “Putting the ‘Ethics’ Back into Bioethics”

5:00 to 5:50 pm   PLENARY SESSION V
The I-House General Purpose Room   AAPT Business Meeting 2
Selection of a nominating committee, nominations for Board Offices

6:00 pm
Location TBA   AAPT Picnic and World Famous Ice-Cream Social

7:00 to 9:00 pm
Location TBA   Film Series
Viewers Choice
Sunday, August 8

7:30 to 8:45 am
*The I-House* Dining Room  Breakfast

8:00 am to 12 noon
Room X3203  Book Display

8:30 am to 12 noon
Location TBA  Graduate Student Seminar

9:00 am to 12 noon
*The Crossings* Lobby  Check-out

Time TBA
Room X3503  Board of Officers/Nominating Committee Meeting

9:00 to 10:30 am  **WORKSHOP SESSION X**

X3503  M. A. Cooksey, “Logic in a New Light: The Political Activism Experiment”

X4203  Brandon Claycomb, “What’s the Point of Teaching Philosophy Here?”

X4503  Marvin Croy, “Pedagogical Implications of Psychological Research into Reasoning”

X5203  Eleanor Wittrup, “Teaching Kantian Ethics: Using Out-of-Class Assignments to Generate Experiences for Students to Get the Big Ideas”

10:30 to 10:45 am
*The Crossings* 3rd Floor  Coffee Break

12 noon to 1:15 pm
*The I-House* Dining Room  Lunch